
Milking goats to “ Joy & Their Tomorrow” Cooperative 

 

2 milking goats have been donated to “ Joy” while one goat was donated to “Their 

Tomorrow” Cooperative. 



Why bucks? 

 

Short-term perspective : 

 

1.The goats donated are not female but bucks in order to make a cross-breeding between local goats and milking 

goats. This system plays a significant role in having a fast reproduction because a local goat crossed with this buck 

produces at least 2 babies at one pregnancy, and moreover, babies from this cross-breeding grow very fast and 

faster the production is, faster the solving of family’s needs is which helps a family to recover very quickly in their 

time of crisis.  

2. Earning money from other farmers who bring their local goats for cross-breeding . 

 

Long-term perspective: 

 

Bucks are being donated to cooperatives for the cross-breeding which in long-run will be the full-breeding( full- 

milking goats) with which communities will get goat milk for their food security and use that milk to produce goat 

cheese for the market to earn money. 

 

Why not female goats? : The following are some of the reasons why we did not start by donating female milking 

goats to our cooperatives: 

 

1. They already have local goats and  they are more experienced in local goats than milking goats, so they first 

need to add value on their existing experience ; they need to make their local goats more productive .And as 

long as they will be doing cross-breeding they will be getting more experience in milking goats and the time 

of breeding full milking goats will come when they will have been experienced and more aware about 

drinking goat milk. 

2. Female milking goats are much more expensive than  bucks and this is also challenging. 

 



Milking goats are something very special and in most of rural areas in 
Rwanda they have never seen such a goat, even in “ Joy” cooperatives, it 
has been realized that most of the members have never seen milking 
goats before, so for them it is something very special to own those goats. 



What a great joy for us to have these goats, but I think they are not goats 
but something more than goats. Most of us have never seen these kinds of 
goats before and we did not think of owning  them, our respect and dignity 
in this community is now much higher because of this, we are going to be 
the role models in farming because we have something new in this village. 
More thanks to our donors who brought this to happen. Alphonsine; co-op 
leader 



Some of other members with their 2 goats. They were all 
surprised to see those goats and to know they own them 



We are, by no doubt, entering our self-reliance. We can see how 
far these goats will take us. We are so appreciative to donors 
who thought of this development and made it a reality for us. 
Co-op members  







Justin, please tell our donors that we have a reason to say that we are no more poor but rich 

because we have them, we are now women of change in our community because of them. We 

are very grateful for them. Try to get around this community and see if you will find a goat 

like this, we are the only people who have it, can you imagine that respect and dignity we have 

in the whole community? We have a reason to be appreciative.  Lady in blue sweater. 





For us, having these white goats will always remind us that our 
donors/sisters and friends are white people and not only white on their 
skins but also in their hearts. Once we look at these goats we will always 
acknowledge their kindness, love and generosity towards us. This is the 
right way for us to go in order to reach our long-term 
development.Theoneste 
 



Can you imagine, even those we used to think that they could not have nay 

business with us because they called us poor, will be bringing their local goats to 

our bucks for the cross-breeding. We are now important people in our community. 

In these goats we can see thousand answers to our concerns. Donors, you can see 

how wonderful and life-changing you are.Vilginia 





These are not just goats, they will play different roles in 
changing our lives as far as our economic development is 
concerned but for me I also see that they will play a role of 
guards in our households, I can see how strong they are. 
They will be great friends of our families. Beatrice 



This is a goat donated to “ Their Tomorrow” cooperative. You can see 4 orphans, they 

should be 8 but others were at school. You can also see 2 widows, Justin’s mother was not 

there. Normally they are 8 orphans and 3 widows under Justin’s mother’ s care. This 

family only relies on farming to be able to live. School fees of all those orphans is found in 

goat breeding and their food is from agricultural activities done by Justin’s mother and 

those widows who live together with her. 



Contributing to the farming of this small orphanage is contributing toward education of all those 

orphans as they all go to school. It is very hard for Justin’s mother to handle this financially that 

is why improving their farming is a huge contribution, all your donations towards farming in this 

family goes to education of those orphans. There is no any other financial support besides that 



Going to school for me makes me very happy. When I’m together with other children at school, 

I feel so much grateful about it. I thank our donors to keep this moving forward. We know we 

get all our school necessities with the production from livestock they donated to us, we care 

about them as much as we can because they are the source of our finances. One of orphans 



Education is my future, I would be very disappointed if I was not going to school. I am very 

grateful for our sponsors who provide for our project which helps us go to school. We know 

how much important and life-changing livestock is in our lives. Thank you so much.  



We have hope for our better future, and it is not just hope but a living hope. Livestock has 

transformed our lives so significantly. We were all concerned about the future of these orphans 

if they were not going to school. Our aunt( Justin’s mother) was very generous to all of us but 

she did not have any means to be able to send all those orphans to school, but they are going to 

school because of your support. We’re more than appreciative about your generosity towards 

our socio-economic transformation. One of widows 



This is an example of the production from milking goats we 
donated to Never Again before. 

At least, 2 babies are produced each pregnancy 



Twin baby goats from cross-breeding. That is their “local goat” 
mother 



We have already had many baby goats from the cross-breeding. They 
grow very fast as you can see these babies were on week old 


